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C.C. Russell

The Years Travelled

I am the last
of the aging
starlight.
I am what is more brutal
coming on.
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C.C. Russell

News Report Says Things Might Be Worse Than We Thought
This time they’re talking
about the ocean,
about it insistently lulling
us to sleep
with its plastic tides,
sweet glow of its radioactive fish.
How it is growing
as so much melts
to feed it.
I’m helping my daughter
dress for preschool. She is sad
this morning because you cannot move
after you are dead.
It’s one of those early parental moments
where I’m expected to deny
that her fears are my fears,
that I am not also inescapably sad
that I will not be able to move
once I am dead.
Instead, I change the subject,
dance around the topic
and the room, her stuffed Pikachu
in my hand. She giggles, satisfied
for the time being.
We are moving. We are alive
and we are moving.
Perhaps it is selfish, but I want that
to be enough
for at least a few mornings more.
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Tomas Nieto

The Goodbye

Grandma built war planes from the screws skyward. In Tucson, she was the
Mexican Rosie the Riveter—the small girl who crawled into the crevices of
wings. When she had enough, she ran away to San Diego when this city was
still a street and this street was still a saint.
She canonized this town by brick and steel, all the drywall still prospect—the
boards barely hinged by whatever wasn’t meant for

flight.
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She was born into America on the 4 th of July circa 1930s by way of an uncle
whose face folds into photographs. When the soldiers asked him for her age,
he replied America. It’s funny how a single moment can have so many name.
This is another story I don’t know: the way we came to be through smoke,
through luck. But I can imagine her birth was the same way San Diego
flashes awake every summer.
Loud bangs.
Marching bands.
Laughter.
A flash into and out of.
Color and awe.

Immortalized, like my name implies:

I was born from
the way of my other—
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Once her hip gave in, she danced with a crooked wobble across her kitchen
floor, cane in hand. Her metal limb shook like sixteen—the way her grandma
told her not to. She had a ball with that old radio—static and Big Band,
crooner and all. But when the wind floated between the silt in the window, her
half leg ached from the cold. She shut it tight and pulled her thick sweater
tight around her body. Her caldo steaming. She sat down at her little table
where her scotch tape notes reminded her to take her medicine. With the
same veined fists that hammer metal to guns, she pulled the soft meat off the
bone and raised it to her mouth. A blessing.
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At one point, there was a sky filled of Grandma’s planes—dotting the Pacific
and Atlantic.

after
they were
carrying bodies
in which the metal
cradles
a sky after

the bullets and bombs
repurposed into a means of
home through the way
of America
and weaves
the wicked and bloodshed—

the goodbye
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When I arrived, her blinds were drawn, the radio off, her arms pulled to her
side—turned face up. There were no doctors, no signs, no sputter. It was
yesterday. Then always. The only benediction was a window flung wide open.
It was summer and there was a breeze.
And she became the anthem, the feeling, and the moan.
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Adèle Saint-Pierre

C’est fort pratique1

1

Translation: It’s so practical
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Adèle Saint-Pierre

La leçon de boxe2

2

Translation: The boxing lesson
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Adèle Saint-Pierre

Le chasseur en jean3

3

Translation: Hunter in blue jeans
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Adèle Saint-Pierre

Les pattes en l’air4

4

Translation: Legs in the air
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Adèle Saint-Pierre

Moi, franchement, je pense qu'on devrait5

5

Translation: If you ask me, frankly, I think we should
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Darren C. Demaree

Emily as I Prepare the Meal-Kit Sweet Chili-Glazed Chicken

I see the disconnect
between the simple meal
& the absolute desire
to leave this damn house
& I am not so sure a chili sauce
is enough of a substitute
for travelling, but Emily
& her heated lean is a whole
island to me these days.
Let the couch be a boat!
Let the lightbulbs die
unnatural deaths,
so we can bustle the braiding
of nighttime into more
than just a green says go.
I am foolish in most things,
but I know exactly what to do
during a proper masquerade.
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Darren C. Demaree

Emily as I Prepare the Meal-Kit Diner-Style Chicken & Gravy

We coat all of our meals,
now. They are all the same
postmodern mirror
& Emily doesn’t even eat
the chicken anyway,
so a good gravy is more
about loss than fulfillment.
Regardless, we fork the day
for the possibility
of another day. We are never
confused by survival.
Eat the dinner. Have a cookie.
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Evalyn Lee

In the Quiet Time

When the music stopped and you were
where you were was it the small things
that made you question your choices
or was it the birds chest deep in bud froth
singing with gratitude for detergent
soap bleach food a roof a car a supermarket
with stocked shelves a room a salary
a job insurance maybe some money in the bank
hot water all the kids home with you safe
the light moves like birds through the blossoms
cherry pear hawthorn chestnut sycamore oak
even as families cry over a hand they cannot
hold a goodbye they cannot say a cobaltblue sky high-pressured with no clouds
mocks the rain we hold inside
I am as uneven as a robin’s skip on a gate
the puddle on the path is indifferent to the child
who waits to be fed bathed and put to bed
doctors nurses carers work without masks
turning ventilated bodies trying to breathe over
and over the whole world is sick and we must learn
the journey is our home because
the dead will ask us like a singing bird
what did you do with your second chance
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Nina Shevzov-Zebrun

Keeper of the Cards

The rules are simple. Teacher picks Keeper. Keeper gives Cards. Cards are
judgments—responsible, kind, creative, respectful, patient, loyal, brave, and
on and on.
As usual your desk is bare. You’re not angry though. Most kids your age
don’t understand these words.
Responsible isn’t sharpening pencils. It’s parents who keep children alive.
Kind isn’t a smile. It’s when your desk buddy is hungry and you give her
food. Not your milk or your trash but food you want. Maybe your Fruit-by-theFoot.
Creative isn’t good at clay. It’s when there’s a problem and people are
hurting—then in the darkness someone breaks a rule and like sunrise a
solution is born.
Respectful isn’t quiet in the halls. It’s when you disagree so hard you want
to hurt someone but you remember about perspective, how it changes as we
grow. You keep quiet, hands to yourself.
Patient isn’t waiting. It’s when you want but cannot have—and not like
second dessert either. More like your dad but he left, your brother but he’s in
jail, your grandma but she’s dead.
Loyal isn’t a birthday invitation. It’s when you keep your promise no
matter what. Let them tickle and threaten and stand you in corners with
spiders. You never change your mind.
Brave. Brave isn’t raising your hand or climbing knotless ropes. It’s
standing alone with your backpack at pickup. It’s 4PM and other parents
remembered. They talk about ice cream and dogs and summer plans while
back in the shadows you plan for the worst.
Next week, you’re Keeper. You guess you’ll be honest. Flush the cards
with your nightmares. Or maybe you’ll tear them to snowflakes, make the
world momentarily beautiful.
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Peter Grandbois

The Untelling

It happened when I was wheeling the trashcans out to the curb before taking
the children to school. I almost ran face-first into it, a mantis caught in a web
dangling from the top of the garage door. A small circle of light, spreading
around it from the rising sun. I don’t know if there was a breeze, or if it was
my own breath, or the wind from my passing so close, but the mantis spun
round and round in the web, each pass of its iridescent eyes reflecting worlds
countless as dust.
The dog barked. My husband stood in the doorway, shouting that we
were late, unaware of the terrifying beauty dangling just a few feet before
him. I was alone with the fire of its eyes, unable to turn away until my children
rushed past, grabbing my hand and yanking me from my spot. The sky
stayed blue, but everything else changed. Or perhaps I had changed. It was
difficult to know. My daughters seemed like my daughters, singing ScoobyDoo in the backseat. My husband seemed like my husband, talking on and on
about a new fitness club he wanted to join as he sat beside me. I heard them,
and yet it was as if they were speaking to me from deep inside an endless
maze. “Mommy, can we go to a sleepover at Kylee’s?” And my husband’s
curt response. “You know you’re not old enough yet to do that.” “When will be
old enough?” they pleaded. “Never, if I get my way,” I said, surprising both my
husband and myself. I laughed and so did the kids. My husband shot me a
look. After I’d dropped them off, I wasn’t sure they’d been there at all.
Instead of driving to work, I returned home. The mantis spun back and
forth in the web. Dead. Had it been dead before? I couldn’t remember. When
I tried to recall it, all I could see were its eyes, the little black spots at their
center like tiny black holes, each its own universe, watching me. They
watched me still. Everything will outlast you, I thought. Or was it the mantis
speaking to me again?
“Why are you crying?” my daughters asked, when they returned home on
the bus. Again, I had no answer. They took my hand and led me into the
house. Gave me a glass of lemonade, then went upstairs to play. I drank the
lemonade and felt much better. I began to think it had all been one of those
things. The kind of moments that seem significant but really have more to do
with being dehydrated or overly tired. I decided I’d spend the rest of the
afternoon playing with my daughters but couldn’t make it up the stairs for all
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the webs that kept getting in the way, clinging to me, sticking to my fingers,
my hair.
I went back outside, but the mantis was gone, only a few tendrils of torn
web remained dangling from the garage door. I listened to the faintness of my
breathing, the fragility of it. I wondered what had happened to the mantis,
those eyes. That night, I went to bed early, put on my silk negligee and
waited. My husband came in after watching TV as usual. He talked and
talked, assuming I heard every word. I had no idea what he was saying, only
that some moments change everything. Some moments make it so that your
eyes burn open. Then nothing anyone can say or do will bring back the
person you once were. When my husband climbed into bed, I climbed on top
of him. “Well aren’t you the voracious one,” he said. As I worked him with my
hand, his face multiplied before me. The effect was dizzying.
He kissed me. I’m not sure if I kissed him back. Soon, I couldn’t see him
at all. It didn’t matter if my eyes were open or closed, all I could see was the
strand of web wrapping itself about me, stretching out from my torso to the
bedroom door, then down the hall and out through the garage and across the
street. The strand worked its way through trees and over bushes as it wound
about the playground, then across the fields behind our subdivision. At the
other end, I was not surprised to see the mantis dangling, spinning to the
sound of everything I would ever lose.
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Leela Srinivasan

Lockdown Elegy

It will keep raining for a while, and then it will stop,
after making all the apartment complexes into islands.
We dream about fighting with our relatives who we
haven’t seen in years—we run and hide in the woods
behind a gentrified neighborhood, or we lace up our
boxing gloves, but we always wake up before the clouds
break even. The blinds are open, still. The Jack in the Box,
pale and dismal, blinks a one-eyed light across the street.
And people are still outside, every day, we see them with
babies’ heads lolling in purple strollers and collies strapped
into harnesses that can barely contain their fur. Cotton candy
in life vests. If the sun left for good I’d thank it for practicing
self-care. Give yourself to someone else now. Don’t you think we’ve
had enough? Can’t you see what we’ve done in front of you?
Can’t you see how much more we could do?
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Leland Seese

doxology for the song of a common yellowthroat

city a body supine
sickbed
solitary tree limb in its heart
stay at home pandemic
bowels of chinatown
meat shop window chicken feet
sidewalk crackheads bug-eyed want
jagger social distancing
empty semi noses neck to
neck electroglide upthrottle
racing aid car wail
lip of distant condo ridge
from the tree limb ear-chime
sweet and clear
heyuphere heyuphere heyuphere
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Eliezra Schaffzin

Happening
No one could recall who’d given Penny the stuffed rabbit. It was a hairy
silvery purple-edged green, the color and texture of spotted deadnettle, and
its ears were as long as its limbs, all six appendages overflowing Penny’s
hand, drooping earthward. We’d never examined it for a tail, though surely it
had something there, facing only Penny, a puff resembling a pill bottle’s
polyester batting. None of us could remember if it had a name before the day
Penny stepped into the entertainment room, holding forth the limp creature in
her chubby little mitt, and said, “It’s Happening.”
Mother spoke first. “What do you suppose she’s saying?”
Brother said, “She’s far too young to pun.”
Sister said, “Punny.”
Father added, “Punny and Bunny,” and that sealed it. The baby was
Punny; the rabbit was Happening.
For the child, however, the matter was far from done. Every evening
she’d toddle into the entertainment room, the rabbit in her extended fist.
“It’s Happening,” Punny proclaimed.
Yes, we said, we know. Hello, Happening.
It was not enough for the girl. It seemed nothing was. The insistences
continued, sometimes several in one evening, a major distraction, to say the
least. Knock-knees planted, rabbit outstretched, Punny shouted. She
trembled. She blinked moisture from her eyes, though never did a tear tumble
down the hummock of a plump cheek. It’s Happening, she cried. It’s
Happening.
Mother sighed, “What is that child saying?”
Brother ventured, “Perhaps she’s invoking the Ha’penny.”
Sister replied, “Awfully clever. Penny and Half-Penny.”
Father grumbled, “Move a bit, sweetie, quit blocking the screen?”
None of us can pinpoint when the rabbit was lost, though it’s clear that’s
what settled how things would turn out for Penny. Sometimes, during a lull in
the ultrapanel, when Father’s rubdown chair is silent and the feasting
consoles cleared, we look up at each other and nod. Not one of us can deny
the truth of the matter: by the time the rabbit was gone, it had already
happened.
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Trivarna Hariharan

Hunger

At two pm sharp, Mama signals us for
lunch. Her voice scatters around the room
like newly ground pepper.
From a large silver bowl,
she scoops rice onto our sun-soaked plates.
Her palm rests on the bowl’s burnt,
brown bottom. Going around a circle–– she journeys from the spoon
to the plate to the bowl. I shudder
to think the word serve. Again &
again & again. Throughout the day,
she circles the same loop.
Unloading the vessels from
the stove, setting them on a table,
serving, collecting, washing.
Somewhere in between,
a cry escapes from her mouth
like an unborn child. Quiet
and unquestioning. After
we have finished, she drops on
a wooden chair to eat.
Swallows the day’s remains
like a cat licking a half-thrown
bowl of milk.
Not knowing what to offer her,
I watch on like a stranger.
25
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Jesus Takes Mental Notes While Listening to a Storyteller
Recite The Epic of Gilgamesh

Gilgamesh follows every emotion
to its limit
He reaches the edge of the world
and made his way back
His hands drop swords
and rebuild Eanna Temple
Resurrection is to decide
to think like God
What was ruined
wasn’t
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Jesus Wonders if He’d Consider Gilgamesh a Messiah

The Messiah could be anyone willing
to make their life’s work
a change of perspective,
the decision to climb stairs
to the temple of the mind
and separate—as a livelihood—
fear
from God
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The Storyteller Concludes, Jesus Contemplates

Gilgamesh at last arrived where he began
He returns to his city,
walks its markets and courtyards
His suffering—mountain trek
and ocean storm; love leashed, then not
—evaporates
The story is not to have a story
Beginning and ending
the same place
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After the Story, Jesus Walks Through the City Gardens

Gilgamesh falls in love like God does,
with everyone
Questions of preference
play no part in loving
Gilgamesh restores plazas and groves
for those whom he will never know,
criminals and victims alike
He rebuilds Eanna Temple
as a resurrection of innocence upon the highest hill
Each time we see another’s innocence
we add weight to the grooved stone steps
to the temple
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Ryu Ando

karesansui / rock garden

the world spins
on the wings
of a dragonfly

the lotus root shrivels
in the slow tilt
of seasons

our rivers run dry

stilled by shadow
and drought

so hold that line
to the sun

pray it rises
before you
again
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my hand rests
on this empty table

my dirty feet
on the tatami

black leaves advance
across the white stones
we raked together

our house will rattle
in the wind tonight

the rising stars
will ache with us
as always

I tried to read your
tattered book
by candlelight

your scribbled notes
in the flicker and dip
of a minor flame
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all angular lines and
circles gone awry

the blots of ink
etched into
your skin

slowly bled
a subtle
darkness

then said no more

your brittle page
fades too soon

the winter sky
a mysterious lover
empties its light

and I wonder
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as the tsuru calls my name
into the night

as I wander rock and
moss-covered stones

what’s inside
all that space
we cannot find?
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Lorrie Ness

Reference Points for With:

Withing began as a way to knit.
To lie with a man. To be with child
is to share a body entangling itself in another.
Withing has become a way to infect. Peace
be with you. Compels a refrain.
Is a reflex in a pew. Hollow withs.
Rote withs. A chorus withed
each Sunday, is a community now gone
silent. Lovers are within you.
We are with you. A consensus.
The hands at your back grown distant.
You must possess wherewithal.
Understanding that withstanding
is the action we now take.
We will not [wit(h]er),
itself a marriage of words.
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Emily Woodworth

Diamond Pumps

Upon her exit, she lost a shoe. It just slipped off her foot. Maybe the strap
was faulty, or maybe her heel was slick with blood. Let’s not get hung up on
it. After all, the point is not the shoe coming off. The point is that she didn’t
even stop or go back for it. She beelined it to her limo. There was rampant
speculation centered around that glimmering designer diamond-encrusted
pump, a photo of which graced every celebrity newsstand the next day.
Why did she leave it?
How much did the thing cost?
Who did she think she was anyway?
Her fans attributed her inaction—or shall we say action in the wrong
direction?—to a performative comment on materialism. They claimed she
was showing that everything—even diamond-encrusted shoes—ends up as
detritus in this world, that the shoe was a physical display of the dialectic.
They said her flight from the awards banquet was symbolic.
They said the absence of one shoe was symbolic.
They said the presence of one shoe was symbolic.
They said, emphatically, “we don’t deserve her.” Thousands walked
around wearing just one shoe the next day in solidarity with her symbolic,
metaphoric, allegoric (in)action.
Her detractors said this was a clear case of a spoiled, materialistic brat
being spoiled and materialistic.
They said she was so blind drunk that she wouldn’t have noticed if her
whole dress had fallen off like in that picture from her personal laptop (click
here to see more).
They said, knowingly, that she was bulimic.
And fat.
And that she had had too much plastic surgery, and that you could click
here to see shocking before and after photographs of her nose and tummy
tuck scars.
They said she was too rich.
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Also that she was in debt up to her fake tits (click here to see proof). This
latter defect always being tied somehow to the number of men she had dated
over the past two years.
(You may notice that the detractors tend to get off topic, but what sells sells.
And we all know what “what” is in this scenario.)
She tweeted about the shoe, but most people said it read like a publicist
wrote it.
False.
Phony.
Like her.
“I recently lost my shoe at an awards event.
If you found it, would you please DM me so we can arrange its return?”
Even her fans had trouble explaining her vague statement. It wasn’t clear
what philosophical position she was taking on all this.
Her detractors held it up as incontrovertible evidence that she was a “drug
addict admitted involuntarily for rehab” and that you should click here for
photos.
The real problem with her statement, which no one could get around, was
that it showed that she cared about her shoe, which meant the detractors
were at least partially right in saying she was materialistic.
That’s when the fans started working a different angle, throwing the focus
onto the defects of the pump itself.
They said the designer had sabotaged her.
They said women’s clothes were a final vestige of the patriarchy that
should be left behind (exactly how she had left behind her shoe).
They said women should hold onto their clothes and leverage the power
gained by the inherent sexuality of pumps to kick the patriarchy in the teeth.
They said shoes should be given up entirely, or at least designed with
pockets for maximum usefulness.
They said every other item of clothing should be given up except pumps,
in protest.
(The detractors had no response, having moved on, by this point, to the
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NEW EXCLUSIVE nude photos of another woman. Click here to view.)
The shoe was eventually returned by a low-level producer who had
picked it up. People on both sides speculated a love affair. But he claimed
they never met. She tweeted, vaguely,
“Thanks to the producer who returned my shoe!”
He mailed it to a P.O. Box and then appeared on Ellen to be rewarded for his
selfless deed by WalMart. Everyone in the studio audience swooned. Her
fans swooned. His Instagram gained 100k followers and everyone lauded him
as an example of a “good human.”
(Except the detractors who said he had only returned it to get attention
and that you could click here to see his criminal records.)
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George Briggs

Just One of Many [Another poem about a crow]

Limping black squabble of feathers
fallen to the side of the logging road
clever playing dead like
a heart in a chest
crocodile tears, crocodile tears
croak ache taker inkeyed soul seer.
Poe didn’t know
a raven from a coal colored parrot.
One away only a stone’s throw,
Two a study in all the things that black can be.
Another and another
How to tell the difference?
Another and more arriving from nowhere
nothing more adamant. Ground cloud
crowding. They are all glossy
up close, but picky eaters.
They wait impatiently for the main course.
Saying – we’ve suffered so much to come!
They must’ve flown, I see that now.
I see them now wheeling away
And they are smoke and no more. They are
no more than the weight of a feather, more
no, a hearthsoot bird a heart a foot
a little black mark on a landscape of life.
If you’ve felt a crow feather
in the back of your throat
don’t let on, don’t hold
your breath. Underwater
where beaks
break and are free. Stumble nearer
the one who can’t be playing
dead if it is dead - you can’t be both at once
bird and hand. flora and fauna. the color of no sky and
the sound of sunset
Have you never seen the magi
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the bringer of seance spell. Did Wallace Stevens
sell his soul for sealbacked suneaters
or was that the thirteenth way
of looking the scavenger
of my sad bones. I will sit beneath the bed
of dead sky and wait for the awaiting. Praying:
Lord protect the bellweather.
The Dystopian will pick my bones
at the end of this road. If I’m lucky. Collect
your rainwater. Collect your piss.
Board up the churches, get ready
to swallow their bitterness.
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Steve Gergley

a few of my favorite words and why i like them
1: Cudgel (a: because dictionary.com defines it as: “a short, thick stick used
as a weapon,” and that just sounds cool. b: because hercules used one made
out of olivewood as his weapon of choice and hercules is pretty badass if you
read the myths and stuff. c: because it’s cool to see d and g hanging out so
close together like that, which i feel is a rare thing these days but maybe it’s
not, who knows, maybe they hang out all the time.)
2: Ingurgitate (a: because it’s totally a real word that no one even knows is
real, but the second you hear it you already know what it means thanks to
linguistic morphology, and thats pretty cool. b: because the sound you make
when pronouncing it is kind of close to the clicky, chomping sound you make
when you do the thing it means, and thats called phonesthesia, which is even
more cool, but no one in the world actually gives a shit about that [or
language in general anymore], which is why im still living at home with my
parents at age 29 and working at cvs for 10 dollars an hour and writing dumb
lists on my phone while sitting in the gross employee break room at work
because i have nothing better to do due to the fact that all my friends have
real jobs and wives and houses and stuff so i cant even text with them
anymore about how much our minimum wage jobs suck because im the only
one who still has a minimum wage job because no one cares about language
anymore. actually, thats not completely true. some of that blame falls on me
for choosing to study linguistics [sorry mom and dad].)
3: Cistern (a: because it makes me picture a huge, very old basin made out
of granite or basalt and the basin/cistern is filled with pure, clear, cold water
and at some point a starving guy lost in the desert stumbles upon the cistern
a few minutes before his death and he is so happy to find this big stone thing
filled with all this cold, pure water that he gets really excited and falls to his
knees and starts crying [dry?] tears of joy, but before he has a chance to take
a drink, he collapses face-down in the sand and everyone watching at home
thinks the writers are going to pull some last minute twist shit like the twilight
zone used to do and that the guy is going to die three feet from his salvation,
but thats not what happens because a few seconds later he starts moving
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again and he crawls over to the cistern and dunks his head in the water and
he drinks for like two minutes straight and he ends up surviving, so the real
twist is that he doesnt die ironically, he just survives normally. but then the
next night he does die because he is just one guy stranded in the desert and
it gets really cold at night so he freezes to death all alone right next to the
cistern [which may or may not be how i secretly want my own life to end, i
havent decided yet]. b: because the big stone cistern from the above story
was probably built by aliens [but not the same aliens who built the pyramids,
those were different aliens].)
4: Toothsome (a: because it helps me believe there is a universe
somewhere out there where my teeth are all living beings just trying to make
a buck in the tooth eat tooth world of my mouth and that most of them are
pretty chill guys who can hold their booze and not get all toothsy when the
tongue comes to town to help the food get down to the stomach because
shes just trying to do her job, you know? she doesnt need any of that shit,
shes just grinding it out like the rest of us.)
5: Foolish (a: because it’s the GOAT. b: because it has the smoothest finish
in the english language. c: because it can be a sick burn when used in the
right situation, much like a changeup in baseball [or as al pacino says in the
devil’s advocate: “they never see me coming” {gravelly laugh}].
6: Extemporaneous (a: because it’s the baddest six syllable word in the
game and there aint nobody who can oh shit my break is over in like thirty
seconds and it looks like jose is mobbed at the register ugh god this job
sucks, somebody please save me
love,
kevin
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Yash Seyedbagheri

Just Dropped in to See What Condition My Condition Was In

We take to the bar and the jukebox plays Kenny Rodgers, asking us what
condition our condition is in. Cabin fever, hips, and smiles all unfurl. We cross
lines, six feet discarded like last week’s newspaper. Our bodies move, the
jukebox pulsates and evening shadows fall, darkening, deepening. The virus
is stoic during transmission, handed off like a football. We deny, deny, deny.
Even when they trace us, when the bar shuts down again, we deny. There
were ______ people in that bar. We carry contrition in our closets, pre-dried
tears that hold no meaning for what we have to lose.
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Obinna

Artificial Mindscape
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Obinna

Mindful Bliss 2
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Richard-Yves Sitoski

Does what happened before you were born even count?
(tanka)

My parents' wedding
was the culmination
of God's seven-day spree,
their marriage perfect as a planet
covered with people.
Only a matter of time
before the rib Dad wed
would show a crack,
before the crude was spilled
in pools the colour of bruises.
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